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Kawasaki’s Robotics:
Five Decades of Pursuits
that Transformed the
World’s Manufacturing Scene

would turn up at the lecture, based on his

as the economy was booming and the

experiences in the United States, more

country was experiencing a severe short-

than 200 leaders of Japanese companies

age of young laborers. As a backdrop, the

crowded the venue. As further evidence of

popular animated TV series, “Astro Boy,”

In 1966, an American scientist was invited

their enthusiasm, a Q&A session which

which depicted robots as helpers of

to Japan as a lecturer on industrial robots.

followed the lecture is said to have lasted

humans, combined with other positive

The scientist was Dr. Joseph Engelberger,

for two hours.

images of robots, are also said to have

who is regarded as “the Father of Robot-

As labor unions in the United States are

ics,” and the host was Kawasaki Heavy

basically formed around a single profes-

Industries (then Kawasaki Aircraft).

sion, the unions’ perception of industrial

In 1968, Kawasaki entered a technologi-

worked favorably in familiarizing people
with robots.

Dr. Engelberger was a founder of Unima-

robots as a threat to the labor market in

cal agreement with Unimation to develop

Its half-a-century-long journey represents the chronology not only of Japan’s

tion, the world’s first industrial robot

the 1960s had been hampering the growth

domestically-produced industrial robots.

industrial utilization of robots but also that of the world, demonstrating that

manufacturer, which had earlier launched

of robotics applications. In Japan, however,

This was the inception of Japan’s industrial

Kawasaki has always been a global leader in this sector. Today, the company is

an industrial robot, "Unimate." Despite his

interest in automated and unmanned

robot business. This history, reaching its

presenting to the world a new frontier in robotics applications.

expectation that only about 10 people

manufacturing operations was heightening,

50th year in 2018, is indeed the history of

2018 marks the 50th anniversary of the launch of Kawasaki’s industrial robot business.

About the Cover

Founder−and Leader−of
Industrial Robot Technology
for Half a Century

The duAro in Kawasaki RoboStage.
See Special Feature for details.
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In regard to Kawasaki’s leading posi-

solutions provider. This testifies to our

tion in te chnological innovations ,

capability for developing technological

A year later, in 1969, Kawasaki successfully

Sanada says, “There are two factors

solutions and inventing new robotics appli-

launched Japan’s first hydraulic-powered

that have made Kawasaki’s innovation

cations which have helped large corpora-

robot, the “Kawasaki-Unimate 2000.” How-

possible. First, we have always been in

tions resolve their various challenges.

ever, it was in 1973 that the robot business

close communication with our custom-

Sanada comments, “Customers place a

took a significant leap forward: Toyota Motor

ers and have jointly developed solu-

very high priority on a provider’s track

Corporation and Nissan Motor Corporation

tions to their challenges. Secondly, we

record when making a decision on intro-

decided to use Kawasaki-Unimate for auto

have gained a great deal of expertise in

ducing industrial robots. They’d like to

body spot welding. This decision by two

robotics applications as a result of sell-

know whether robots that have been

prominent auto makers opened the floodgates

ing systematized robots, in addition to

incorporated into other companies’ manu-

for robotics applications in the Japanese

stand-alone robots. This has encouraged

facturing systems are functioning properly

auto industry.

our pursuit of robotics applications in

and achieving expected results. Customers

other fields.”

feel safe partnering with Kawasaki in intro-

how the world has utilized robots for
manufacturing.

And now, Kawasaki is disclosing a new
vision regarding its robotics business for
the next 50 years.

Technology Fusion
Advanced by Japan’s
Extensive Industrial Base

Robots used for welding thick steel plates on ships at Kawasaki’s Sakaide Works are good examples of
technological advancements propelled by internal needs.

The fact that Kawasaki is a compre-

ducing robotic applications, because we

hensive manufacturer producing a vast

have experience in developing prototypes

array of products is the single most

for internal use, as well as being a reposi-

important factor behind its solution

tory of verification data to substantiate

development capability, as such devel-

their effectiveness.”

helped the flourishing of robotics inno-

Kawasaki has a greater than 50% market

opment requires precise identification

Five decades’ worth of industrial robot

vation in Japan was an industrial base

share worldwide in this robotics applica-

of robots’ tasks and analysis of proce-

business has been a journey of continu-

where the needed mechanical, elec-

tion, and the same clean-robot technology

dures, guided by a clear roadmap for

ally pushing forward technological

tronic, and sensor technologies were

is now being applied to sectors outside of

s olving the problems in ques tion.

advancement s. T hese innovations

readily available for this fusion.

semiconductors, such as food and phar-

Sanada adds, “Because of its extensive

In regard to this new phase in robotics,

maceutical manufacturing, which also

experience in numerous industries,

where applications are being seen in

require ultraclean environments.

including aircraft, shipping, and motor-

previously-untapped markets, General
Manager of the Robot Division, Yasuhiko

include the introduction of a servomo-

Tomonori Sanada of the Robot Division

tor (replacing the hydraulic or pneu-

gives an example of the fruit of such

Striving to Make Robots
More Familiar and
User-Friendly

matic motor) which achieves highly

fusion: “In an auto body welding line, a

Kawas aki’s o riginal hig h -sp e e d

cycle, Kawasaki has all-around insights

accurate control of the motor’s rotation

total of 12 robots−six on the left side

pick-and-place robots were launched

into how robots can be used to bring a

Hashimoto, commented, “The industrial
robot business has finally arrived on the

angle and speed, based on positional

and six on the right−work on one car at

in 2009. Using their grippers, our new

customer’s manufacturing to a more

reference input; a function which widens

once and finish the task in one minute.

parallel-link pick-and-place robots can

sophisticated level and to improve the

threshold of a full-fledged revolution of

the robots’ working range and makes

Such high-speed operations are precisely

re-align parts and other products, and

quality of their products.”

robotics." (see page 6.)

trajec tor y control more precise; a

controlled so that the robots neither col-

pack them into boxes. The debut of

Our comprehensive perspective on

In the medical sector, for example, in

this new robot opened the door for

feasibility analysis allowed for efficient

2013, Kawasaki established a joint ven-

applications in previously unsuitable

systematization of our own manufac-

ture called Medicaroid Corporation with
Sysmex Corporation, a medical equip-

mechanism which achieves movement
that is clo s er to th e fle xibilit y of

lide nor interfere with each other.”
Kawasaki has also been a leader of

humans; and a more sophisticated

robotics applications in the semicon-

sectors, such as food, pharmaceuti-

turing processes, and helped our mecha-

microprocessor which increases com-

duc tor manu fac t uring s e c tor. T he

cals, and cosmetics. Best practices in

nism designs and control technologies

ment manufacturer. The joint venture
recently launched the “SOT-100 Vercia,”

putation speed, thereby improving the

co mp any ’s “Clean Rob ot s ” han dle

these industries led to the robots’

to be applied to various other sectors.

movement of other mechanisms.

wafers in clean rooms where microdust

usage in yet more sectors requiring

It is a shared understanding among

a robotic operating table capable of a

assembly, alignment, and other tasks

companies involved in the robotics

wide range of movements, enabling

involving electric, electronic, and me-

business that prominent manufacturers

patients to be positioned in whatever

chanical components.

choose Kawasaki as their preferred

way is required during surgery.

Robotics is indeed a synonym for
“technology fusion.” What significantly

must be kept out, improving the yield
of semiconductor manufacturing.

How a
Kawasaki Robot
Is Made
@ Kawasaki’s Akashi Works

The first step in manufacturing a robot is to
assemble a decelerator and an arm base
which form the foundation. The arm is then
attached to the “black hole."

Components of the arm are added, beginning
with the lowest section and, at the same time, the
motor in the “joint” section of the arm is wired.

This is an extra-large, general-purpose robot
with a payload capacity of 1,500 kg. Optional
parts as needed for specific applications are
attached to the tip of the arm.

An inspection line for the finished robot:
The L-shaped, yellow object is a weight
used for inspection. Using this weight, each
arm’s range of motion, forward/backward,
and up/down movements are checked.

■ Chronology of Kawasaki Robots

1968
- A licensing
agreement with
Unimation (USA)
is signed.
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1969
- Commercial production of
Japan s first industrial robot,
the Kawasaki-Unimate,
commences.

1983
- The E series (electrically-driven,
large, general-purpose robots)
is launched.

1997
- The Clean Robot business is
upgraded to a fuller-scale
production.

2000

2009

- The painting robot
division of Kobe
Steel is acquired.

- The Y series
(pick-and-place robots)
is launched.

2013
- Medicaroid Corporation
(developing medical robots) is established.
- The MC004N and MS005N
robots for medical/pharmaceutical
applications are launched.

2015
- The duAro, a dual-arm
SCARA (Selective Compliance
Assembly Robot Arm) robot
is launched.

Scope 114
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In recent years, more minimally-invasive

Vercia was developed to achieve these

Because of its low pricing, duAro has been

surgeries are being performed, such as

movements smoothly and quickly. Cur-

adopted by many small- to medium-sized

catheter intervention guided by X-ray

rently, Kawasaki is developing a surgery-

firms. Finding a duAro in the backroom of a

imaging procedures such as angiography.

assisting robot to be operated by surgeons.

supermarket, chopping and packing meat, for

who seeks them.

example, is becoming a reality.

In addition, “hybrid surgeries” are becom-

The duAro, a dual-arm SCARA (Selective

ing popular because they are also less

Compliance Assembly Robot Arm) robot,

Sanada says, “We are offering a service

invasive and take less time. During a

is another epoch-making product that

called Robot Haken (robot dispatching

hybrid surgery, a combination of catheter

has been launched in recent years. This

service), renting out duAros to increase

intervention under X-ray guidance and

two-armed robot can be installed in a

their usage. In a manufacturing environ-

conventional surgical procedures is per-

space no larger than that required for a

ment where significant produc tion

formed. For these hybrid surgeries to be

single human being, and can be moved

volume fluctuations are seen or where

carried out successfully in operating rooms

freely. Teaching duAro specific tasks can

increasing product value is challenging,

equipped with angiograms and magnetic

be done easily, using a tablet terminal.

the duAro can achieve greater efficiency

resonance tomography (MRT) equipment,

The debut of duAro opened up the pos-

without increasing fixed costs. We also

patients need to be moved into optimal

sibility for manufacturers engaged in

assist manufacturers in designing cus-

positions so surgeons can check imaging

multi-variety, small-volume production

tomized jigs suitable for it.”

results while performing operations. The

of short-lived products to incorporate

We are indeed witnessing the arrival
of an age where solutions involving

robots in that process.

From the
Project Team

industrial robots are available for anyone

Human-Robot Coexistence and Collaboration
Can Solve Three Social Challenges

Tomonori Sanada
Senior Manager
Marketing and Business Planning Department
Robot Division
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

A duAro in the backroom of a supermarket’s meat section, transferring cut meat to trays. Using spatulas in
both “hands,” meat is packed neatly without being crushed.

For the last five decades, industrial robots have been a vital

To that end, we must seriously expand robotics applications. The

part of manufacturing in the auto, electric, and electronic

duAro, a dual-arm SCARA robot, is a highly-versatile, compact robot

parts sectors. With the development of digitized signal pro-

which can perform a variety of tasks. It can work alongside

cessing and more sophisticated robotic mechanisms, they are

humans (“co-exist”), as it is equipped with collision-detection

now capable of performing more complicated tasks at a much

safety features. Its low initial cost encourages manufacturers to

faster speed, while their size has been reduced.

adopt it for short-lived products. The duAro was Kawasaki’s first

Today, the manufacturing of high-quality competitively-

Medical
・ Vercia robotic
operating table

Manufacturing

al-purpose

・duAro for the food industry
・Cellular manufacturing using duAro
・duAro Ⅱ

ner

Human-robot
coexistence

Ge

New Robotics
Applications to
Resolve Social
Challenges

・Network-compatible
F series controller
・New, compact
RS007 robot
・New robot for painting
operations
・New robot for semiconductor
manufacturing

The second invention to fulfill the robots’ mission for the

sectors in fast-growing China and other parts of Asia, as well

future is the “Successor” series. This innovation was devel-

as in the U.S. and Europe, where much resistance to robotics

oped based on remote collaboration technology and artificial

applications was initially seen, are quickly adopting robots,

intelligence to analyze the techniques of skilled technicians

showing that – worldwide – manufacturing without robots is

and teach those skills to robots and untrained personnel,

no longer feasible.

thereby preserving and passing on specialized expertise to

Envisioning the next 50 years, future missions to be fulfilled by

New
business
Humanoid robots
for researchers

Yasuhiko Hashimoto
Managing Executive Officer, General Manager
Robot Division
Precision Machinery Company
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

・ Successor

New robot system that
reproduces the movements of
expert technicians through
remote collaboration technology

future generations.

robots in industrialized nations are very clear: 1. Accommodate

Our third focus is medical applications. Expectations for

labor shortages arising from aging workforces, 2. Produce

robotics applications in the medical sector are high. They can

value-added products to support economic growth by leveraging

be applied to areas geared at reducing the risks of medical

passed-down expertise and skills, and 3. Address challenges

procedures, such as robot-assisted surgeries and surgical

associated not only with aging populations but also with overall

training, and can also be used for patient support, such as

healthcare and welfare.

robotic beds which move patients automatically, preventing

To achieve these imperatives, the functions and features

Human-robot
collaboration

countermeasure to the diminishing workforce.

priced products is not possible without robots. Manufacturing

bedsores and other adverse conditions.

expected of future robots will be very different than those of

Robotics has evolved continuously, improving the efficiency

today. First, they must address shrinking workforces. Japan is

of manufacturing, and it will continue to do so, achieving

the world’s largest producer of robots, and until recently, it was

greater coexistence and collaboration with humans. In such an

also the largest user. However, according to statistics, only 300

age, Kawasaki is committed to driving forward new concepts

units per 10,000 workers in the manufacturing industry were in

focused on improving the coexistence and collaboration of

operation, which came to a 3% utilization rate, while in Korea, it

robots with humans, as represented by the duAro, which

was as high as 6%*. Since 2015, the Japanese workforce has been

works closely with us and can be easily adopted, as well as the

losing an average of 640,000 people annually, and this trend is

Successor, which supports the continuity of superior exper-

expected to continue through 2060**. If robots could take the

tise. Fifty years since its inception, the industrial robot busi-

place of half of the workers being lost each year, Japanese indus-

ness has finally arrived on the threshold of a full-fledged

try could sustain itself.

robotics revolution.

*Source: World Robotics 2017, International Federation of Robotics **Source: National Institute of Population and Social Security Research
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Epoch
Maker

Rotary Snowplows Delivering
Peace of Mind to Snowy Regions
As a leading manufacturer of snow removal equipment, Nichijo Manufacturing protects the
Nichijo’s HTR series rotary snowplows are widely known not only in Japan but around
technologies developed with the pioneering spirit of the northern land.

汎用エンジンの詳しい情報は

First
Model
critical infrastructure of snowy regions.
the world. The HTR series products possess

2016
HTR308
This is the latest model designed to handle a wide

2016
HTR408
This large-sized model does an outstanding
job in removing snow at airports, on expressways, and in other places where speedy
operation is required, not to mention
highways and mountain roads in areas with
heavy snowfall. This is a dynamic, powerful
rotary snowplow that can remove up to 4,200
tons of snow per hour with 2.6 m blades.

1962

range of operations from transporting snow to
removing snow to widen roads in both mountain
and urban areas. It can remove up to 3,000 tons of
snow per hour with 2.2 m blades, and up to 3,100

HTRT3

tons per hour with 2.6 m blades. A minimum turning

This was the first rotary snowplow

radius of 6.1 m is the smallest in its class, enabling

ever built by Nichijo. It featured a

tight turns and excellent operability, especially when

170ps two-stroke diesel engine and

removing snow from intersections in urban areas.

torque converter transmission.

1976
HTR200
This is a medium-sized flagship model that accounts for 60 to 70% of sales. It inherits the
basic concept of the MR12 small-sized snowplow designed for use on sidewalks, as well as
its upgraded version MR120. The MR12 incorporated a center pin steering mechanism for
the first time in the world and featured a hydrostatic transmission (HST) before any other
construction machines in Japan. HST enables better control at ultra-low speeds than torque
converters. With earlier models, the vehicle would come into contact with the snow wall
when turning the steering wheel due to a rear-wheel drive configuration. The HTR200
solved this problem by adopting HST in addition to an articulated structure.
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When Nichijo Manufacturing Co., Ltd. was

Development Bureau and named HTR, which

valves alone. By combining a tilt mecha-

established in 1962, the founder expressed

stands for Hydraulic Torqueconverter Rotary.

nism that inclines the snow removal

the company’s mission as “striving to ensure

Subsequently, the company has continued to

device sideways, and a tip-back mecha-

the safety of traffic during winter in Japan’s

develop one innovative model after another.

nism for leaning the device forward and

snowy regions and helping people improve

Currently, the HTR series comprises 13

backward, the snowplow can be adjusted to

their lives.” Since then, the company has

models, including large models for airports

suit various road configurations. Meanwhile,

continued to develop snowplows in Sapporo,

and expressways and small ones for side-

an LCD touch panel improves the visibility

Hokkaido to help improve the living

walks. The latest large-sized HTR408 and

and operability of the instrument cluster.

environment in snowy regions, and in 1970 it

medium-sized HTR308 are equipped with an

Nichijo has steadily improved the technol-

became a member of the Kawasaki Group.

engine that complies with the Tier 4 Final

ogy of its snowplows to deal with harsh

Ever since the first model, every rotary

emissions regulations. These models feature

winter conditions. These rugged, powerful
machines offer confidence and peace of mind

snowplow made by Nichijo has been given the

an electric and mechanical joystick to enable

name of HTR. The first model was developed in

fine control of the snow removal device that

to people who live in regions where snow is

1960 at the request of the Hokkaido Regional

used to be impossible with electromagnetic

part of daily life in winter.
Scope 114
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Kawasaki s Superior Technology

1 5

Expansion Turbine

The Cold Box

A Turbine Packed with
Kawasaki s Specialized
Rotating Machinery Technology

A Vessel Clad in a Satellite-Worthy Robe

Accommodating the Energy Supply Needs of the Next Era:

Kawasaki’s Hydrogen
Liquefaction System
Commentary

Daisuke Kariya Deputy Senior Manager (left)
Technology Development Department
Hydrogen Project Development Center
Corporate Technology Division
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Kawasaki s Superior Technology

The heat exchangers and piping for liquefaction are housed
in a steel cylinder called “the cold box.” Four meters in
diameter and 12 meters in height, the cold box is a showcase of Kawasaki’s superior technologies: the interior of the
cryogenic unit is vacuum-sealed for insulation from outside
air. To maintain this state and to ensure that no leakage
occurs, the sealing and welding of parts uses highly-precise
and highly-sophisticated machining procedures.
In order to improve insulation performance by reducing
radiant heat emitted from various parts which might affect
the heat exchangers and piping, all parts are covered with
the same type of metallic, super-insulation sheets used for
satellites and spacesuits. Control of impurities is another
key factor that achieves complete sterility throughout the
process of system construction.

Rotor

Hydrogen
gas bearings

Toshihiro Komiya Manager (right)

Two expansion turbines are used at the last
stage of liquefaction. Feed gas that was
pre-cooled to -196℃ via heat exchangers
undergoes a pressure drop and further temperature reduction as it passes through an
expansion turbine, resulting in liquefaction
at -253℃.
The rotor of the turbine, which is only a few
centimeters in diameter and ten-plus centimeters in length, is about the size of a car
engine’s turbocharger. This tiny section, however, rotates at an ultra-high speed of more
than 100,000 rpm with its two hydrogen gas
bearings. It is indeed a masterpiece of Kawasaki’s
high-speed rotating machinery technology.
Because hydrogen gas bearings are used for
the floating of the shaft instead of conventional
oil-lubricated bearings, impurities such as oil
never enter the system, resulting in highly-pure
liquefied gas. Also, because they are contact-free,
no maintenance is ever required.

Hydrogen Design Section
Hydrogen System Engineering Department
Cryogenic System Engineering Division
Plant & Infrastructure Company
Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.

Key Infrastructure that Enables Mass Transport of Hydrogen
Hydrogen is considered the “ultimate clean energy” because

This plant was designed, developed, and constructed by

water is the only byproduct of its use. To advance the utiliza-

Kawasaki and boasts three years of accident- and injury-free

tion of this eco-friendly energy, Kawasaki has been pursuing

operations. The expertise gained in developing and operating

its mission of establishing a hydrogen energy supply chain

this facility - so sophisticated that it is often described as

and developing technologies for each of the four stages of

“composite art” - will surely serve as the basis for our

the supply chain flow: production, transportation, storage,

future hydrogen-based society.

Kawasaki s Superior Technology

Liquefaction Procedure
Underlying Principle: Using Hydrogen to
Cool Hydrogen
Hydrogen gas liquefies when heat exchangers remove heat to lower its
temperature to -253°C. To achieve that, our demonstration plant adopts
the Claude cycle, whereby, separated from the feed gas (hydrogen), nitrogen gas and the hydrogen gas used for cooling circulate through several
heat exchangers and cool the feed gas to its liquefaction temperature. The
principle behind this system - using hydrogen to cool hydrogen - is not
a new one, but this is the first time that an industrial facility for hydrogen
liquefaction has been designed and constructed in Japan, using
domestically-developed technologies alone.

and use.
A hydrogen liquefaction system liquefies hydrogen gas by
lowering its temperature to -253°C. Although hydrogen gas is
light-weight, it is extremely bulky, making transport in its
gaseous state quite difficult. Liquefaction reduces that volume
to approximately 1/800 of the gaseous state, making mass
transport far more efficient. A liquefaction system is therefore
considered the key piece of infrastructure needed to achieve

Accident- and
injury-free for

The interior of
the cold box is
vacuum-sealed

3 years.

the mass transport of hydrogen.
A demonstration plant located at Kawasaki’s Harima

OUT

IN

Liquefied hydrogen

Hydrogen gas
(for cooling)

Works is the first domestically-produced facility to perform

Liquid nitrogen

Nitrogen gas

(for cooling)

Hydrogen gas

Hydrogen gas

hydrogen liquefaction, producing five tons of liquefied
hydrogen per day.

-253℃

As a result of a series of demonstration operations which
commenced in 2014, Kawasaki has developed an extensive
range of technological innovations, which include: 1. Design
technology for liquefaction procedure and operational control;
2. Air-tight, high-insulation construction of the cold box (a solid
cylinder enclosing the liquefier and its components); 3. Expansion turbines featuring high-speed rotation, achieving high efficiency, maintenance-free operation, and highly-purified liquefied gas; and 4. A control system which maintains the purity of
the liquefied gas, and various other technologies for overall
construction and maintenance for the system.
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The First Industrial, Domestically-Developed
Hydrogen Liquefaction System
The demonstration plant commenced operations in November 2014 at
Harima Works (located in Hyogo Prefecture, Japan). The cold box (the
blue cylinder) housing the liquefier is placed behind the tower. The storage tank for liquefied hydrogen sits on the left. The accident- and
injury-free operations experienced to date in this demonstration plant
have increased Kawasaki’s safety expertise.

The same material
used for spacesuits
covers the parts,
ensuring a
cryogenic state

-196℃

Heat
exchanger
Heat
exchanger
Expansion
turbine

Expansion
valve
Heat
exchanger

The key is
self-cooling

Heat
exchanger
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Interviews with
Today's
Pioneers

Souun Takeda is one of the most renowned calligraphers (kanji artists)
in Japan. “I wish to create works that people can enjoy together,
like pop music,” says Takeda. His works are highly original yet easy to read,
and exude positive warmth.

attitude. I don’t judge things or try to
interpret things. I simply write, taking in
what’s in front of me and being moved,
feeling happy, and enjoying myself. I also try
not to get too focused on what I think is
good or what I want to do. I make sure the
other person is also enjoying the process.

If you change,
people around you will
also change

make a lot of money from doing it, but I

Like a good pop song, I want to share a

learned an important lesson. That is, if I

‘groove’ with people who have different

change, the people who come to me will

values. Also, the world is very relative and

change, too. If I’m bored, nothing interesting

fuzzy, so you cannot keep everyone happy.

After graduating from college, Takeda joined

will happen, and if I like what I’m doing, I will

That means you should stay away from

Nippon Telegraph and Telephone East

get positive feedback. It’s almost like a

value standards like competition and

Corporation. Everything seemed to be going

mirror reflecting my mind. So I thought I

people’s opinions, and simply and deeply

smoothly, but a turning point came in his

should first keep my emotions under control

enjoy whatever you are doing. Once you

second year as a company employee.

and live life happily. That kind of thinking

have this absolute standard of ‘enjoyment’ in

grew inside me.”

yourself, you can live every day happily with

“Work was starting to feel routine,” Takeda

nothing to be afraid of. You can’t beat that.”

recalls, “and I suddenly became afraid that I
might end up living a monotonous life if I
didn’t do something. Until then, I was just

“Enjoyment” is
the absolute standard

living aimlessly from day to day, but for the
Once Takeda started putting up information

areas other than calligraphy as well. He has

about how I wanted to live my life. One thing

about his street activities on his website, people

written over 50 books, and this year he

I knew for certain was that I wanted to do

from various fields - magazines, radio, events,

opened an organic food café called "Earth."

something that I could feel excited about. So

television, and so on - started approaching him.

The café is supervised by Takeda himself.

I decided to actively seek enjoyment, instead

In particular, the TV programs he appeared in got

“I have a friend who is an expert in organic

of blaming the company for the lack of

high ratings, and many people started to identify

food, and the food he makes is absolutely

excitement in my life.”

with the works and way of life of calligrapher

delicious,” Takeda says. “So we said, ‘Why

Souun Takeda. Naturally, big jobs like title

don’t we do a café?’ This friend and I go to

lettering and logos started coming in.

the west coast of the US together every

The first thing that came to mind was

“My work can sometimes be very personal

year, and we are thinking about moving

like tomb inscriptions and doorplates,”

there some day. We will think about what to

“That irritated my boss but my colleagues

Takeda says, “but there are also jobs like a

do there after we move. It’s always more

praised my writing,” Takeda says. “I was not

new product logo where the future of the

interesting if you don’t know what will

very good at my job and never stood out in

company is at stake. Whether it’s a person or

happen next. It feels kind of like going back

the workplace until then. I felt that I was

a company, all my clients are looking to

to the street to start a new life again, or

getting attention for the first time. There was

change their lives. So I approach every work,

starting a new stage from scratch.”

even a person who was moved to tears

no matter what kind it is, with the same

from the age of three. He ground ink at his
desk and tried writing memos with a brush.

Living according to your own values and
connected to your emotions
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and unfettered, he attracts many people in

first time ever, I started thinking seriously

calligraphy, which Takeda had been learning

Souun
Takeda

Perhaps because of Takeda’s positive
personality and the way he seems so free

when I wrote their name. I thought, ‘This is it.
I’m going to write people’s names with my
brush!’ As soon as I had this epiphany, I
wrote my letter of resignation without a
second thought.”
On the day he decided to strike out on his own,
Takeda met a street musician - a saxophonist on his way home. The next day, he spread a
straw mat next to the musician and started
street calligraphy. This was around 2000,
when no one was doing anything like it.
“At first, I was so embarrassed I couldn’t
even look up,” Takeda says, “but I went out
every day and sat on the street in many
places. I would offer to write any character
or word people wanted me to write. I didn’t

Souun Takeda
Born 1975 in Kumamoto Prefecture. Started
learning calligraphy from his mother Souyou,
who is a calligrapher, at the age of three. After
working at NTT East Corporation, started
activities as a calligrapher in January 2001.
Created title lettering and logos for numerous
works, products and projects, such as popular
TV dramas and the K computer. Appeared in
many TV programs, lectures, events and
seminars. Has written over 50 books. In 2017,
opened an organic food café called “Earth”
that he himself supervises. Runs a calligraphy
class called “Futaba no Mori” and teaches
about 300 students.

Souun Takeda official website
https://www.souun.net/
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Four 2018 Models Exhibited in Milan
New Robot System, “Successor,” Launched
Kawasaki recently launched "Successor," a

The system is compatible with a wide

new robot system that reproduces the

range of Kawasaki robots.

2. Fields in which many sensors must be
used, or where whole lines and plants

Kawasaki showcased four new models at

next-generation Balanced Supercharged

the Z900RS's classical styling and excellent

EICMA1 2017, which was held in the suburbs

Engine, making for a more impressive tour-

driving performance, the Z900RS CAFE is

of Milan, Italy, in November. Models shown

ing performance.

designed with sportier, cafe racer3 specs and

included the Ninja H2 SX, Ninja H2 SX SE,

The Ninja ZX-10R SE supersport model, a

includes a front cowl, lowered handlebar

Ninja ZX-10R SE, and Z900RS CAFE, all devel-

high-grade version of the Ninja ZX-10R, was

oped for the European market.

designed to achieve performances similar to

Kawasaki plans to release the Ninja H2 SX,

positioning, and a unique seat design.

movements of skilled technicians through

By means of a remote device, the

must be modified in order to achieve

remote collaboration. Kawasaki will first

system can take movements performed

The Ninja H2 SX high-performance sports

that of the Ninja ZX-10R/ZX-10RR. Jonathan

Ninja H2 SX SE, and Z900RS CAFE in Japan,

automation, or where programming

introduce the system in the robot manu-

by skilled technicians and convert them

touring model and the high-grade model Ninja

Rea won the Superbike World Championship2

and the Ninja ZX-10R SE overseas.

will take too much time and not make

facturing line at our Nishi-Kobe Works

into automated operations performed

H2 SX SE both come equipped with super-

three years running, from 2015 to 2017, with

up for the cost and time.

and begin limited sales to some of our

by a robot. Also, artificial intelligence

charged engines. These are the newest addi-

these models. Toward this end, designers

customers in FY2018, and will begin gen-

enables the robot to learn recurring

tions to the Ninja H2 series, which includes the

have equipped the Ninja ZX-10R SE with

3. Fields pertaining to non-mass-produced

eral sales in FY2019.

functions and achieve precise repro-

popular Ninja H2 and Ninja H2R models -

highly advanced electronic suspension,

products, such as made-to-order prod-

"Successor" is a system equipped with a

duction of movements. As a result, the

recipients of widespread praise thanks to

enabling both race-circuit performance and

ucts and individual parts, in which prod-

newly-developed remote control device

possibility of applying robotics to

stunning performances. In addition to high

an extremely high degree of user comfort.

uct shapes differ slightly and product

that enables remote communication and

fields such as those below, in which

engine output and powerful acceleration,

The Z900RS CAFE, a variation on the Z900RS

models are changed frequently.

collaboration between humans and robots.

robotization has been difficult thus far,

both models are easy to ride and boast

retro sports bike, carries on the traditions of

superb fuel efficiency thanks to the use of a

Kawasaki's historic Z1 model. Incorporating

is now open:

Furthermore, the system can take move-

1 One of Europe's biggest motorcycle shows.
EICMA stands for Esposizione Internazionale
Ciclo Motociclo e Accessori.
2 A world-famous road race using modified
factory-production motorcycles.
3 A type of customized motorcycle. In the 1960s,
young British motorcycle enthusiasts would
gather at cafes and customize their bikes for
greater speed, hence the term "cafe racer." This
type of bike is usually characterized by features
such as low handlebar positioning, the inclusion
of only a single seat, and a front cowl.

ments that expert workers have enabled
1. Fields in which dependence on human

the robot to learn, and pass them on to

skills is heavy (e.g., product assembly

newcomers as skills through a feedback

and outfitting), or variations in product

system that can reproduce tactile sensa-

uniformity are so significant (e.g., die-cast

tions, force sensations, visual sensations,

products and pressed parts) that the

auditory sensations, etc.

involvement of human expertise is
necessary in order to complete the manu-

Ninja H2 SX

Ninja H2 SX SE

Ninja ZX-10R SE

Z900RS CAFE

facturing process.

Kawasaki Commences Sales of M5A Gas Turbines

First Order Received for "SOPass"
Recently, Kawasaki received the first-ever order for their Ship Operation and Performance analysis support system (SOPass) from Mitsui &
Co., Ltd. SOPass is a newly developed system that makes use of big
data technologies, and this first system will be installed on a liquefied
natural gas (LNG) carrier built by Kawasaki and chartered by Mitsui.

Kawasaki has completed development of

achievement of 52.5 ppm (0% for O2) nitro-

power-generation gas turbines that boast a

the 5 MW class M5A gas turbine, a fully

gen oxide (NOx) emission volumes. In terms

track record of more than 11,000 units

made-in-Japan product offering ultra-high

of maintenance, Kawasaki has designed the

delivered to customers around the globe,

efficiency. The company launched sales of

M5A to facilitate more efficient overhaul

makes for a highly reliable product from the

this product both in Japan and overseas

and replacement operations and enable

user's perspective.

in November.

simplified interim inspections (borescope

The M5A offers 32.6% generating effi-

In addition to the inclusion of new cloud-server features and machine

ciency, the world's highest among 5 MW

learning, SOPass improves upon and integrates the functions of existing
systems, including the Kawasaki-Integrated Maritime Solutions comprehensive ship information system, which provides information regarding
optimal routes for standard cargo vessels, and the LNGC-NEO1 and
LNGC-ISS2 ship operation control support systems, which are
designed specifically for LNG carriers and enable fuel consumption
analysis. SOPass also includes newly developed LNG cargo management optimization functions - the first of their kind in the industry intended for use in LNG carriers.

inspections), which help improve annual
operating rates (uptime).

models, and the PUC50D cogeneration

The M5A represents the crystal-

system using the M5A enables 84.5% com-

lization of Kawasaki's small and

bined generating efficiency - the highest in

medium-size industrial-use gas

its class. This high combined efficiency

turbine development technolo-

helps cut energy costs and reduce CO2

gies cultivated over the years.

emissions. In the area of environmental

The integration of leading-edge

performance, use of the latest dry low

technologies, based on the com-

emission (DLE) technology has enabled the

pany's experience in developing

Installing SOPass, which can be used on a wide variety of vessels,
enables optimal route proposals and visual representation of cargo

14

and engine area operating conditions for more economical and safer

1

ship operations.

2
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LNG Carrier Satellite Network Observation
LNG Carrier Integrated Solution Support

Please follow us on social media

https://www.facebook.com/global.kawasaki/

https://www.linkedin.com/company/83150/
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